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The two-dimensional angular filter based on volume Bragg gratings in photothermorefractive glass for a nano-
second (ns) laser pulse is demonstrated. The experimental results show that the near-field beam quality of the
laser pulse was effectively improved. The near-field modulation and contrast ratio were improved by 1.75 and
4.48 times, respectively. The power spectral density curves showed that the spatial frequencies more than
0.9 mm−1 in the x direction and 1.2 mm−1 in the y direction were effectively suppressed.
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The near-field uniformity of a laser beam was extremely
limited by noise with the medium and high frequencies
in the high-power laser system[1–4]. The poor beam quality
may directly lead to the small-scale self-focusing and cause
the optical components damage, which greatly restricts
the output ability of the laser system. The traditional pin-
hole spatial filtering based on the “4f ” system can improve
the near-field uniformity, effectively control the rapid non-
linear growth, and ensure the safe operation of the laser
system[5]. However, the spatial filter generally requires a
high-vacuum chamber to eliminate the breakdown at
the focus. Moreover, this filter also requires a huge space
to eliminate the spherical aberration and avoid pinhole
closure[6–10]. In order to solve the above problems, the an-
gular filtering based on volume Bragg gratings (VBGs)
was proposed[11]. Since this new-type filter has great angu-
lar selectivity, it can control the medium and high spatial
frequencies in the laser beam and directly improve its
near-field uniformity, which can also effectively reduce
the scale and cost of the laser system. In 1989, the Bragg
gratings in photorefractive germanosilicate fibers were
proposed by Meltz et al.[12]. In the 1990s, the electrically
switchable volume gratings in polymer-dispersed liquid
crystals (PDLCs) were reported by Sutherland et al.[13],
and the volume structure was confirmed with scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The non-spatial filter based
on volume holographic gratings recorded in different pho-
tosensitive materials was proposed by Ludman et al.[14–16].
The design and preparation method of this grating were
studied, and the angular selectivity of these gratings was
demonstrated with a divergence beam. In 2009, the experi-
ment on the low-pass non-spatial filter based on VBGs re-
corded in a photopolymer was demonstrated by Zheng
et al.[17]. In 2011, Zheng et al. reported the experiment
on one-dimensional spatial filtering with the transmitting

VBGs[18]. Then, Zhang et al. discussed low-pass spatial
filters based on multilayer dielectric film and validated
their filtering performance in 2014[19]. However, the low
laser damage threshold of the above materials limits their
application in high-power laser fields. In the 1990s, the
photothermorefractive (PTR) glass developed by Glebov
et al. was used to record VBGs[20,21]. Its good thermal sta-
bility and damage threshold make it possible to apply in the
high-power laser fields[22]. In our previous research, the an-
gular filtering based on VBGs recorded in PTR glass was
proposed and performed. The near-field uniformity and
wavefront distribution of the laser beam were both remark-
ably improved[11,23]. The diffraction characteristics of VBGs
under high-flux laser irradiation were also discussed[24].
Additionally, the hybrid filter[25] and non-sidelobe angular
filter[26] were proposed to further optimize the non-
spatial filter. However, the laser beam used in these re-
searches was always the continuous wave (CW). Recently,
Anderson et al. proposed to suppress the higher-order
transverse modes of the Q-switched laser by using trans-
mitting Bragg gratings (TBGs) as intra-cavity angular
filters[27]. But, the angular filter for spatial filtering in
the near-field based on VBGs has not been reported.

In this Letter, the experiment on a two-dimensional
(2D) angular filter based on VBGs in PTR glass for nano-
second (ns) laser pulse transmitting is demonstrated. The
near-field modulation (M) and contrast (C) ratio were
used to evaluate the output beam quality of the angular
filter. The characteristics of the spatial filter were evalu-
ated with power spectral density (PSD).

The schematic diagram of the experiment on an angular
filter for a ns laser pulse is shown as Fig. 1(a). The laser
beam used in this experiment was a pulse laser with the
central wavelength of 1053 nm, the output energy of
140 mJ, and the pulse duration of 3 ns. The flat-topped
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beam with the size of 10 mm × 10 mm was obtained with
a combination of the expander, the collimator, and the
hard-edged aperture. It turned into the modulated beam
after propagating about d ¼ 0.5 m. Then, the modulated
beam passed through the first image relay system with the
focal length of 500 mm and was incident on the 2D angular
filter at the Bragg angle. The 2D angular filter in the
experiment consisted of two transmitting VBGs. The dis-
tance between two VBGs was only 30 mm. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), VBG-I with vertical grooves was used to elimi-
nate the modulation in the horizontal direction, and
VBG-II with horizontal grooves was used to eliminate
the modulation in the vertical direction. To avoid the dif-
fraction effect, the filtered beam passed through the sec-
ond image relay system with the focal lengths of 500 and
250 mm. Finally, the CCD was used to record the beam
profile of the filtered beam.
The Bragg selectivity of transmitting VBGs can be de-

scribed as Eq. (1)–(3), according to the coupled-wave
theory[28], where Δn is the refractive index modulation,
d is the grating thickness, Λ is the grating period, ϕ is
the slanted angle of the grating vector, n0 is the average
refractive index of the grating, λ is the wavelength of the
incident beam, θ0 is the Bragg angle inside the grating,
and θr and θs are the angles of the incident and diffracted
beams, respectively. Δθ and Δλ are the deviation angle
and wavelength from the Bragg condition, respectively:

η ¼ sin2
���������������
ν2 þ ξ2

p
1þ ξ2∕ν2

; (1)

ν ¼ πΔnd
λ

����������������������������
cos θr cos θs

p ; (2)

ξ ¼ πΔθ sinðϕ− θ0Þd
Λ cos θs

¼ −
πΔλd

2n0Λ
2 cos θs

: (3)

Relevant structural parameters of two VBGs were
shown in Table 1. The peak diffraction efficiencies of
two VBGs were 96.5% and 97.7%, respectively. The dam-
age thresholds were above 10 J∕cm2. The angular selectiv-
ity was stimulated, as shown in Fig. 2. The angular
selectivities of two VBGs (half-width at the first zero

point, HWFZ) were about 0.96 and 1.30 mrad, respec-
tively. The spectral selectivities of two VBGs (HWFZ)
were both more than 4.5 nm.

The near-field distributions of the modulated beam and
filtered beam through the 2D angular filter are shown in
Fig. 3. Abundant spatial modulations, such as the square
Fresnel diffraction rings, were introduced in the modu-
lated beam by the hard aperture. After the two VBGs,
the Fresnel diffraction rings were remarkably eliminated.

Generally, the near-fieldM and C [29] were used to evalu-
ate the near-field beam quality, which were defined as

M ¼ Imax∕I avg; (4)

C ¼ 1
I avg

����������������������������������������
XN
i¼1

ðI i − I avgÞ2∕N
vuut ; (5)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experiment on an angular
filter for an ns pulse laser. (b) The structural schematic diagram
of a 2D angular filter.

Table 1. Parameters of the VBGs Used in the
Experiment

VBG-I VBG-II

Central wavelength 1053 nm

Period 2.50 μm 3.49 μm
Thickness 3.54 mm

Tilt angle −0.16° 0.14°

Bragg angle 11.9° 8.9°

Fig. 2. Stimulated angular selectivity of two VBGs.

Fig. 3. Near-field distribution of the (a) modulated beam and
(b) filtered beam through the angular filter.
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where N is the number of sampling points, I i is the inten-
sity corresponding to the ith point, and I avg is the average
intensity of the all N points. The near-field modulation,
which is defined as the ratio between the maximum peak
intensity and the average intensity in the beam flat-top
region, reflects directly the near-field intensity fluctua-
tions. The near-field contrast ratio reflects the root mean
square (RMS) of the intensity fluctuation in the near-field.
The corresponding near-field M and C of the modulated
and filtered beams were given in Table 2. The M and C
were improved by 1.75 and 4.48 times after the 2D angular
filter based on VBGs, respectively.
The PSD, as an analytical method in the spatial fre-

quency domain, can quantitatively describe the relative
distribution of each spatial frequency[30]. Figure 4 shows
the PSD of the modulated and filtered beams in the
x and y directions, respectively. The spatial frequencies
greater than 0.60 mm−1 were introduced into the laser
beam with the hard aperture, as shown by the black line

in Fig. 4. After filtered with the 2D angular filter based on
VBGs, the spatial frequencies more than 0.9 mm−1 in the
x direction and 1.2 mm−1 in the y direction were remark-
ably suppressed, as shown by the blue line in Fig. 4.

In this experiment, since the spectral selectivity of two
VBGs was larger than the spectral width of the laser pulse,
the 2D angular filter almost had no effect on the spectral
distribution and temporal profile of the laser pulse.

In summary, the 2D angular filter based on VBGs for a
ns laser pulse is demonstrated and characterized with
the near-field modulation, contrast ratio, and PSD. The
near-field beam quality has been improved remarkably.
The near-field modulation and contrast ratio were im-
proved by 1.75 and 4.48 times, respectively. The spatial
frequencies more than 0.9 mm−1 in the x direction and
1.2 mm−1 in the y direction were effectively suppressed.
This method has potential applications in high-power
laser pulse systems.
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